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STEP BY STEP

Simulating a Shallow Depth of Field

INTRODUCTION

Not too long ago I was able to fulfill a dream 

that I have harbored in the decades that have 

passed since I was a young pup in grade school. I 

remember reading the text books and seeing 

photos of the lions, giraffes, and all the other wild 

animals in Africa and I dreamed of a day I could see 

that for myself. And while it took several decades, 

recently that dream came true and I was able to go 

on a safari and visited several of the amazing game 

parks in South Africa. 

On this trip I captured many wonderful images 

of the wildlife and experienced animal  behavior 

that I never knew about before! But in the heat of 

the moment and capturing these “once in a 

lifetime” images, when time was of the essence, 

things didn’t always go perfectly and this tutorial 

will help explain one of the limitations I faced.

There could be a variety of reasons why you 

might want to simulate a shallow depth of field 

(DOF) during post-processing. For example, you 

captured a great composition but in the excitement 

of the moment chose too wide an aperture. There 

is simply too much in focus!

Another example would be someone like me 

who shoots with a Micro Four Thirds system. The 

small sensor in the camera gives a much wider 

depth of field compared to a full frame camera, and 

even stopping down can, on occasion, still create 

more DOF than the creative vision may call for.

And that’s exactly the case in the sample image 

of the hippo. Fortunately, it is quite easy to correct 

using most of today’s photo imaging software 

packages. 

SOFTWARE USED

ON1 Photo RAW 2019 is the software used to 

develop this image and create this step by step 

tutorial. However, the techniques should also be 

applicable to Adobe Lightroom and other similar 

photo processing programs.

Click here* if you would be interested in a free 

30-day trial of ON1 Photo RAW 2019 to follow 

along this tutorial or to see how it might fit your 

personal workflow. 

*Disclosure: This is an affiliate link, meaning, at no additional 

cost, I will earn a small commission if you click through and 

make a purchase. 

https://www.on1.com/affiliates/idevaffiliate.php?id=792_141
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STEP 1 – THE DEVELOP MODULE

This image was taken at the Entabani Game Reserve, located in South 

Africa around four hours by car from Johannesburg. While out in the park 

we had driven by this water hole several times, and each time it seemed 

that this hippo would have just the top of his head out of the water. He 

would check out the safari vehicle, wiggle his ears and then submerge. 

Each time we stopped to say hello, this sequence would happen and there 

were only just a few seconds of time to grab a shot. 

The starting point for any post-processing is the “Develop” module. I 

shoot RAW images so that they have the maximum amount of data the 

camera can capture, are not compressed, or have any type of in-body 

processing done beforehand. Hopefully you shoot RAW as well! Click on 

the “Edit” icon on the right menu bar and let’s get started. 

While the base image may look a bit underexposed, the histogram 

shows the data centered nicely in the middle with no clippings on the 

highlights or shadows. This allows for a lot of flexibility in processing.

One area I wanted to bump up was the wonderful light coming across 

the water. The sun was low on the horizon and the light was wonderfully 

highlighted on the choppy water. For this image, simply bumping up the 

“Whites” slider really made a big difference in bringing up those highlights 

across the water. As you can see, it was a pretty significant  change as the 

slider was moved to +64. On the other hand, I also moved the “Blacks” 

slider down to -53 make the water a bit darker and monochromatic.

The only other change was bumping the “Vibrance” to +24 to pull a 

bit more color out of the hippo. 
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As I mentioned before, there were only seconds to grab the shot before the hippo submerged, 

so it was easier to center him in the frame. But in editing, I wished that I had placed him in the lower 

left third of the frame.

Using the crop tool, I set the proportions to “Original Ratio” and then grabbed and moved the 

corners inwards to go tighter and then moved the image inside the crop box to the vision I had with 

his head in the lower corner. It’s helpful to use the grid lines to position the subject while cropping. 

In this case I used the “Rule of Thirds” and put the head in the bottom left corner with a lot of water 

giving “white space” around the rest of the frame. 
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STEP 2 – CREATING THE SHALLOW DOF

Looking at the image now, you’ll notice that there is a 

small amount of blurring from top to bottom, or front of the 

image to the back as it is on a plane. The DOF definitely goes 

a bit out of focus, but I really wanted to duplicate shooting 

this with a small F-stop and really isolating the hippo from 

the fore- and background. Fortunately this is an extremely 

simple and fast fix in ON1 Photo RAW 2019!

The first step is to head to the “Effects” module, click 

the “Add Filter” button and choose “Blur” from the menu. To 

start, we will work on the top first.

Click on the “Mask” icon, and in the top menu choose 

the preset “Linear Bottom” which will allow the adjustment 

to show at the top, and gradually block it towards the 

bottom (remember, white shows the adjustment areas, 

while black hides it).

Drop the mask by clicking towards the middle of the 

image. There are several blur modes to choose from, but for 

this image “Surface” seems to be the most realistic. You can 

play with the amounts that seem best to you, but I settled 

on +15 for the amount, and +58 for the threshold.

A second mask was dropped at the bottom using the 

same technique,  but obviously inverting the selection. The 

settings here had less threshold applied (+25) as the 

foreground is closer to the subject and would naturally be 

more “in focus” than the water way at the back.

To help remember which mask is which, I named them 

The full screen view of the top mask 

The full screen view of the bottom mask 
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Here’s a closer look at the two Blur dialog boxes and the settings. 
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STEP 3 – THE FINISHING TOUCHES

Now that the basic image has been processed, it’s time for the artistic touches so let’s head into 

the Effects module again. This is where, I think, the real magic in post-processing occurs. 

First, like in most of my images, I add the “Dynamic Contrast” filter. Normally, I tread lightly with 

this effect, but in this case I really wanted to get the texture of the hippo and ears to stick out. So, I 

selected the “Surreal” preset and using a masking brush lightly painted in the area where the details 

should be enhanced. As you can see with the screen shot of the mask below, I used a brush with 

light opacity (around 30%) to first enhance the area of the hippo and the water directly around his 

head. Then I upped the opacity for the areas around the head, and then over the top of the head 

and ears brushed in at nearly 100% opacity. Be careful to keep the brush inside the head and not 

stray into the water at this high opacity, especially at the top around the ears when it should start to 

blur out naturally.

It may seem counterintuitive to add blurring to the image, then go with such a strong level of 

Dynamic Contrast, but in this case it helps with the illusion of a shallow DOF and having just the 

hippo being in focus. 
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Because this image has limited color, there really isn’t much else I would do in terms of adding 

additional artistic effects. However, before saying a photo is done processing, I like to add a vignette. 

Like most of the ON1 instructors, I add a vignette to 99.99% or more of my images as the final step.

Do to this, click on the “Add Filter” button, then select “Vignette” from the drop down box. My 

personal choice is almost always the “Big Softy” option as that seems to give the most natural 

vignette, with one big caveat – straight out of the box is comes really too dark for most images and 

looks too unnatural to my eye.

What I like to do is pull the feather back to 0, then resize and position the vignette when it is 

easy to see (see the image below). Once in place, then slide the feather back to 100 and adjust the 

brightness. Because this image has a lot of blacks, -74 worked well, though I typically find for most of 

my photography a value of somewhere between -60 and -40 is the sweet spot. 

While I prefer to adjust the Brightness value, some people simply choose to lower the opacity of 

the vignette. The end result is pretty much the same, so use the method you prefer. 
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Here’s a closer look at the Dynamic Contrast and 
Vignette dialog boxes and the settings. 
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OTHER STEP BY STEP GUIDES

This is the second in a planned series of ON1 Step By 

Step guides. The full list of titles released so far, includes:

• Using Desaturation to Emphasize the Subject

ABOUT THE AUTHOR

Hi, John Clark here! You’ve probably not heard my 

name before, but I am like many of you. 

What I mean by that is that I am a just regular dude 

with a passion for photography and post-processing. I 

have a day job that pays the bills (like most of you), but 

that job also helps to pay for me to travel and explore all 

over North America and other countries in search of that 

next great image!

To see more of my work, you have a few options 

online:

• Web: www.GetRealJC.com

• Instagram: @GetRealJC

• Twitter: @GetRealJC

Simulating a Shallow Depth of Field

https://www.getrealjc.com/blog/2018/10/12/using-desaturation-to-emphasize-a-subject
http://www.getrealjc.com
https://www.instagram.com/getrealjc
https://www.twitter.com/getrealjc
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